Hami Lighthouse honored at Rord's "Book Sapphire Awards Luncheon"

It is with great pleasure that we announce our organization has been honored at the Rord’s Book Sapphire Awards Luncheon for our exceptional work in spreading knowledge and literacy.
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**Jami’s love and the movement is growing**

The enthusiasm for books among young minds is ever-growing, as evidenced by the remarkable success of Jami’s Love, which is dedicated to promoting literacy and reading among children. The organization has witnessed a significant increase in participation, with numerous young authors and illustrators participating in its programs.
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**"Magic Under the Stars: Ben Appetit’s Magic" is a major success**

The magic of storytelling has captured the imagination of children across the globe, and "Magic Under the Stars: Ben Appetit’s Magic" has been a runaway success. With its captivating stories and engaging characters, this tale has resonated with young readers, inspiring a love for reading and imagination.
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**There’s a “revolution” going on at our Value Neighborhood Center!**

The Value Neighborhood Center has undergone a transformation, and we are proud to announce the completion of its recent renovation. The center now offers a range of services and resources to support the community, fostering a sense of belonging and opportunities for growth.

*Photo of the renovated Value Neighborhood Center*

**CONTINUOUS DEEP SLEEP**

Amazon

[i] Visit Amazon and browse our latest selection of books featuring captivating stories like "Magic Under the Stars: Ben Appetit’s Magic" and other exciting tales for kids.

[i] eBay

[i] In the spirit of supporting worthy causes, learn more about Hami Lighthouse and the work they do.

[i] [Hami Lighthouse](https://www.hamilighthouse.org)